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The COVID-19 pandemic originating in Wuhan

China hit the world incredibly hard. Schools had their

entire systems of running changed and many had to

try and be as flexible as possible and work with the

current times they were living in. This lead many

people to have revelations not only on how they work,

but how they live their day to day lives. That is why

Christian Kolianos became curious about how not only

a teacher but also a coach could overcome these

challenges presented to him or her. Luckily for him,

the perfect candidate to interview was in the same

building as him, Mr.Klotz. Klotz is not only a high

school teacher who is passionate about European

history and the study of humanities, but also a football

coach for the Oak Hills football team and his

experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic really

shined a light on the situation on the ground.

Klotz was first asked the question of how the COVID-19 pandemic affected his ability to teach

his classes to his students during the 2019-2020 school year. Klotz responded inquisitively by

saying that the answer to that question is multi-layered since Klotz saw multiple positives and

negatives due to the current situation the world was in. Klotz claimed that "the negatives were

wearing mask made it challenging to breathe until you got used to it." Another negative he

reported feeling was not being able to see his students' faces and know what they looked like

and it wasn't until virtual learning began did he really get to see their faces. Masking and social

distancing also made Klotz feel more distant from not only his students but from his players on

the football team as well since masks were still worn as much as they could. Klotz also saw

positives in the situation at hand and stated "’With every challenge is an opportunity’ as

Winston Churchill said, we all learned that google meets could be a really wonderful teaching

slash tutoring tool." With this revelation Klotz took the initiative to let his students know that if

they were struggling or needed advice or help they could set up a google meet with him and

they could make educational progress outside of the classroom.

Klotz was asked how he felt the virus had really affected him as a person outside of teaching

and coaching. Klotz cleverly explained how he believes people, especially males, are much more

aware of personal hygiene and health care. Especially in the field of washing their hands, he



stated "males now wash their hands regularly which did not happen before and that's a good

thing!" This also made him feel much happier when it came to being in public spaces with other

people knowing that people were much more likely to not be spreading germs through those

means.

When asked about his opinions on in school teaching vs. virtual teaching Klotz had a strong

response. He stated "I'm an in-school person, I want it to be personal. I want to see and hear

what students are doing." This once again demonstrates Klotz's never-ending goal of providing a

personal and positive learning environment for his students in which he can be a positive

driving force to better educate the next generation on the world we live in. Klotz felt very

fortunate to be a social studies teacher due to the fact that discussion and lectures on the

history material being presented to the students could be easily done over Google Meets as if

they were still in the classroom. He did feel bad for his friends and colleagues who taught

subjects like science as he claimed "I don't know how you do a lab online, that's impossible so

lots of kids in science classes certainly suffered and the teachers suffered with them."

Truly an eye-opening point of view on how an everyday teacher tried to make the best out of

a bad situation. Luckily for his students, Klotz continues to now have in-person classes to teach

and learn about his students on a personal level. Nick Murray, one of his current students,

stated "Mr.Klotz is just like he was before the pandemic, full of life, excitement, humor, and

passion for learning. It's great to be back in the classroom with him!" Indeed it must be,

hopefully, all people can learn from Klotz and try their best to keep their heads high and spirits

up in the most depressing of situations.


